Abstract. -We give an overview of the theory of Heegner points for elliptic curves, and then describe various new ideas that can be used in the computation of rational points on rank 1 elliptic curves. In particular, we discuss the idea of Cremona (following Silverman) regarding recovery a rational point via knowledge of its height, the idea of Delaunay regarding the use of Atkin-Lehner involutions in the selection of auxiliary parameters, and the idea of Elkies regarding descent and lattice reduction that can result in a large reduction in the needed amount of real-number precision used in the computation.
Introduction
We make some remarks concerning Heegner point computations. One of our goals shall be to give an algorithm (perhaps conditional on various conjectures) to find a non-torsion rational point on a given rank 1 elliptic curve. Much of this is taken from a section in Henri Cohen's latest book [9] , and owes a great debt to Christophe Delaunay. The ideas in the section about lattice reduction are largely due to Noam Elkies. We do not delve deeply into the theory of Heegner points, but simply give references where appropriate; the recent MSRI book "Heegner points and Rankin L-series" [11] contains many good articles which consider Heegner points and their generalisations from the standpoint of representation theory.
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Definitions and Outline of Theory
Let τ be a quadratic surd in the upper-half-plane H. Let f τ = (A, B, C) be the associated integral primitive positive-definite binary quadratic form, so that Aτ 2 + Bτ + C = 0 with A > 0 and gcd(A, B, C) = 1. The discriminant ∆(τ ) is ∆(f τ ) = B 2 − 4AC, which is negative. For simplicity we take ∆(τ ) to be fundamental, though much of the theory can be made to work when it is not. However, consideration of positive discriminant does not follow in the same manner. .
From now on we let E be a global minimal model of a rational elliptic curve of conductor N , and take D to be a negative fundamental discriminant such that D is a square mod 4N . We let H ⋆ be the union of H with the rationals and i∞. We let P(z) be the function that sends z ∈ C/Λ to the point ℘(z), ℘ ′ (z) on E.
Theorem 2.7. -There is a surjective mapφ : X 0 (N ) → E (the modular parametrisation) where X 0 (N ) = H ⋆ /Γ 0 (N ) and E can be viewed as C/Λ for some lattice Λ. This map can be defined over the rationals.
Proof. -This is due to Wiles and others [29, 28, 12, 10, 6] . We let φ be the associated map from H ⋆ /Γ 0 (N ) to C/Λ. Explicitly, we have that τ ∈ H ⋆ gets mapped to the complex point φ(τ ) = 2πi
τ i∞ ψ E = n (a n /n)e 2πinτ , where ψ E is the modular form of weight 2 and level N associated to E. The lattice Λ is generated by the real and imaginary periods,
(1) which we denote by Ω re and Ω im . We assume that the Manin constant is 1, which is conjectured always to be the case for curves of positive rank (see [27] and [25] ).
. Also we have
Proof. -This is the theorem of complex multiplication of Shimura [22, 21] . We outline the proof of the first statement, for which we work via the modular j-function.
We have that j(τ ) is in the Hilbert class field H (see [23, II, 4.3] ) and similarly with j(N τ ). Thus we get that X 0 (N ) over H contains the moduli point corresponding to the isogeny between curves with these j-invariants. Since the modular parametrisation mapφ can be defined over the rationals, the image of the moduli point under φ has its coordinates in the Hilbert class field.
Note that P φ(τ ) = P φ(τ ) , so that there is no danger of confusing complex conjugation in C/Λ with complex conjugation of the coordinates of the point on E. Using the third fact of Theorem 2.8, we can take the trace of P φ(τ ) and get a point that has coordinates in Q( √ D). Indeed, writing H for the Hilbert class field and K for the imaginary quadratic field Q( √ D) we get that
. When E has odd functional equation, we can use the first two facts of Theorem 2.8 to show that P = P , so that P has coordinates in Q. In this case we have
which gives us that
(1) Our convention is that the imaginary period is purely imaginary when the discriminant of E is positive, and in the negative discriminant case the real part of the imaginary period is Ωre/2. The fundamental volume Ω vol is the area of the period parallelogram.
We can rewrite some of this by introducing some new notation. 
The Gross-Zagier theorem and an algorithm
We now have a plan of how to find a non-torsion point on a curve of analytic rank 1. We select an auxiliary negative fundamental discriminant D such that D is a square modulo 4N , choose β ∈ SS(D, N ), find τ -representatives forĤ D N (β), compute φ(τ ) for each, sum these in C/Λ, map the resulting point to E via the Weierstrass parametrization, and try to recognize the result as a rational point. One problem is that we might get a torsion point. Another problem is that we won't necessarily get a generator, and thus the point might have inflated height, which would increase our requirements on real-number precision. The Gross-Zagier Theorem tells us what height to expect, and combined with the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture, we get a prediction of what height a generator should have. Our heights will be the "larger" ones, and are thus twice those chosen by some authors. 
Proof. -This is due to Gross and Zagier [15] . Here E D is the quadratic twist of E by D, while w(D) is the number of units in Q( √ D) and ω(n) is the number of distinct prime factors of n.
Calculations of Gross and Hayashi [16] indicate that this height formula is likely to be true for all negative fundamental discriminants D that are square mod 4N .
We now write P = lG+T where G is a generator (2) and T is a torsion point, so that
Then we replace L ′ (E, 1) through use of the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture [5] to get the following:
(2) Note that we will actually get √ #X times a generator from our method, since we cannot disassociate X from the regulator in the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer formula. (3) We use the convention that the Tamagawa number at infinity is equal to the number of connected components of E over R -thus it is 1 for curves with negative discriminant and 2 for curves with positive discriminant.
Conjecture 3.2. -With notations as above we have that
In particular, we note that we should use a quadratic twist E D that has rank zero, so that L(E D , 1) does not vanish. The existence of such a twist is proven in [7] . Thus we have the following algorithm, which we shall work on improving. 
Let m be the gcd of l and the exponent of the torsion group of E. If the discriminant of E is positive, check if P(ż) is close to a rational point on
If the discriminant of E is negative, let o = Im(z)/Im(Ω im ) and check P(ż) foṙ z = (mRe(z) + uΩ re )/ml + oΩ re /2 over the same u-range.
One can compute the index l in parallel with the φ(τ ), since both involve computing the a n of the elliptic curve E. However, this can cause problems if the index turns out to be zero (that is, if E D has positive rank).
3.1.
Step 2 of the Algorithm. -We now discuss how to do the second step efficiently. First note that we can sometimes pair φ(τ ) with its complex conjugate; recalling that φ = φ • W N , by Theorem 2.8 in C/Λ we have
, so that when g ∼ f in the class group we have φ(f ) = φ(g) and thus φ(f ) + φ(g) = 2 Re φ(f ) in C/Λ. We refer to this as pairing the forms.
For n (a n /n)e 2πinτ to converge rapidly, we wish for the imaginary parts of our representative τ 's to be large. It turns out the best we can do is essentially have the smallest imaginary part be about 1/N in size. We can achieve this via a trick of Delaunay, which introduces more Atkin-Lehner involutions. This defines W Q up to transformations by elements in Γ 0 (N ). One can check that W Q (W Q (τ )) is in the Γ 0 (N )-orbit of τ , and that the W Q form an elementary abelian 2-group W of order 2 ω(N ) . The important fact about the W Q 's that we shall use is that ψ E = ±ψ E • W Q , so that φ(τ ) = ±φ(W Q (τ )) + φ W Q (i∞) . The sign can be computed as ǫ Q = p|Q ǫ p where ǫ p is the local root number of E at p. Delaunay's idea is to maximise the imaginary part of τ over Γ 0 (N ) and W rather than just Γ 0 (N ); the difficulty is that the action of W Q need not preserve β. However, we still have that
For the analogue of the second part of Theorem 2.8, we need to consider what happens with to β. We define β Q as follows. We make β Q and β have opposite signs mod p k for prime powers p k with p k Q and gcd(p, D) = 1, and else β = β Q . In particular, we have that Q = gcd(β − β Q , N ) when N is odd. The desired analogue is now that
The primes p which divide D are different since there is only one square root of D mod p; thus β is preserved upon application of W Q for Q that are products of such primes. For such Q, we can note the following with respect to complex conjugation. Suppose we have that m ∼ (ln) −1 so that by (1) we have φ(β × l) = φ(β × m). Then, using the fact that q −1 = q in this case, in C/Λ we have, up to torsion, that
So we see that (β × l) can be paired iff W Q (β × l) can be paired. We now give the algorithm for finding good τ -representatives. The idea to run over all forms (aN, b, c) of discriminant D with a small, mapping these via the appropriate Atkin-Lehner involution(s) to forms with fixed square root β, and doing this until the images cover the class group. Of course, the conjugation action is also considered. Subalgorithm 3.5. -Given D, N , find good τ -representatives.
Loop over a from 1 to infinity and
Loop over all solutions s of N s
Loop over all positive divisors d of gcd(D, N ) [which is squarefree]:
If the reductions of g and g are both not in R then append them to R, and append f to U with weight ǫ Q when g ∼ g and with weight 2ǫ Q when g ∼ g.
With this subalgorithm, we get that z = f ∈U weight(f )φ(τ f ) in
Step 2 of the main algorithm. We expect the maximal a to be of size #Cl(Q( √ D))/2#W . This subalgorithm makes "parameter selection" fast compared to the computation of the φ(τ ).
3.2.
Step 3 of the Algorithm. -We now turn to the last step of our main algorithm, reconstructing a rational point on an elliptic curve from a real approximation. The most naïve method for this is simply to try to recognise the x-coordinate as a rational number. If our height calculation tells us to expect a point whose x-coordinate has a numerator and denominator of about H digits, the use of continued fractions will recognise it if we do all computations to about twice the precision, or 2H digits. We can note that by using a degree-n map to P n−1 and n-dimensional lattice reduction, this can be reduced to nH/(n − 1) digits for every n ≥ 3 -we will discuss a similar idea later when we consider combining descent with our Heegner point computations. But in this case we can do better; we are able to recognise our rational point with only H digits of precision due to a trick of Cremona, coming from an idea in a paper of Silverman [24] . The idea is that we know the canonical height of our desired point, and this height decomposes into local heights; we have
The height at infinity h ∞ (P ) can be approximated from a real-number approximation to P , and there are finitely many possibilities for each local height h p (P ) depending the reduction type of E at p. We compute the various local heights to H digits of precision, and then can determine the denominator of x(P ) from this, our task being eased from the fact that it is square. Then from our real-approximation (4) of P we can recover the x-coordinate, and from this we get P . Note that we need to compute L ′ (E, 1) to a precision of H digits, but this takes only about √ N (log H)
time. In practise, there can be many choices for the sums of local heights, and if additionally the index is large, then this step can be quite time-consuming. This can be curtailed a bit by doing the calculations for the square root of the denominator of the x-coordinate to only about H/2 digits, and then not bothering with the elliptic exponential step unless the result is sufficiently close to an integer.
3.3.
Example. -We now give a complete example. Other explicit descriptions of computations with Heegner points appear in [3, 26, 17] . We take the curve given by [1, −1, 0, −751055859, −7922219731979] for which the Heegner point has height 139.1747+. We select D = −932, for which the class number is 12 and the index l is 4. We have N = 11682 and choose β = 214. Our first form is (11682, 214, 1) to which we apply W 1 = id. The reduction of this is (1, 0, 233), and it pairs with (4) Elkies tells us that, given the height to precision H, the techniques of [14] (see Theorem 4 in particular) can reduce the needed precision of the real Heegner approximation to o(H) as H → ∞. The idea is that for a fixed C the equation h∞ (x, y, z) + 2 log z = C defines a transcendental arc, and thus the use of a sufficiently high degree Veronese embedding will reduce the needed precision substantially. This method in its entirety might not be that practical, though the use of height information in conjunction with the geometry of the curve should allow a useful reduction in precision.
itself under complex conjugation. Since we have gcd(D, N ) = 2, we can use W 2 without changing β; we get the form (206717861394, 70769770, 6057) which reduces to the self-paired form (2, 2, 117). Our next form is (11682, 2338, 117) to which we apply W 11 to get (122225810454, 230158978, 108351) which reduces to (11, 6, 22) and pairs with (11, −6, 22) . Applying W 22 gives a form which reduces to (11, −6, 22), so we ignore it. Next we have (11682, 2810, 169) to which we apply W 9 , getting a form that reduces to (9, 2, 26) and pairs with (9, −2, 26). Applying W 18 gives a form that reduces to (13, −2, 18) and pairs with (13, 2, 18) . Then we have (11682, 4934, 521) to which we apply W 99 , getting a form that reduces to (3, −2, 78) and pairs with (3, 2, 78). And finally applying W 198 we get a form that reduces to (6, −2, 39) and pairs with (6, 2, 39), and so we have all of our τ -representatives. We note that W 11 , W 9 , and W 18 switch the sign of the modular form, and thus the obtained forms get a weighting of −2.
The self-paired forms get a weighting of +1, and the other two forms get a weighting of +2. For the non-self-paired forms we must remember to take the real part of the computed φ(τ ) when we double it. (5) The pairing turns is rather simple in this example, but need not be so perspicacious with respect to the class group. Note that we use only four distinct forms for our computations.
We need about 60 digits of precision if we use the Cremona-Silverman method to reconstruct the rational point, which means we must compute about 20000 terms of the L-series. The curve E has negative discriminant and no rational torsion points. We compute a real-approximation to the Heegner point in C/Λ to be z = 0.00680702983101357730368201485198918786991251635619740952608094.
We have o = Im(z)/Im(Ω im ) = 0, and with l = 4 and u = 2 we get thaṫ z = 0.00891152819280235244790996808333469812474933020620405901507952, to which we apply the Cremona-Silverman method of recovery. The curve E is annoying for this method, in that we have many possibilities for h p (P ) . The height of the Heegner point is given by h(P ) = 139.174739524758127811521877478222781093487974225206369462318, and the height at infinity (6) is given by
The reduction type at 2 is I 25 , at 3 it is I ⋆ 13 , at 11 it is I 1 , and at 59 it is I 3 . Thus we have 13 × 3 × 1 × 2 choices for the local heights. It turns out that we have (7) h p (P ) = 1 6 v p (∆) log p for p = 2, 11, 59, while h 3 (P ) = (13/6) log 3. The denominator of the x-coordinate is 12337088946900997614694947283 2 , and the numerator is 5908330434812036124963415912002702659341205917464938175508715.
(5) The self-paired forms f have φ(f ) = φ(f ) in C/Λ but not necessarily in C -the imaginary part cannot be ignored when the discriminant of E is negative and lm is odd. (6) Note that Silverman [24] uses a different normalisation of height, and his choice of the parameter z when he computes the height at infinity corresponds toż/Ωre for us. Also, his method is only linearly convergent, while that given in [8, §7.5.7 ] is quadratically convergent. (7) This follows a posterori since P is nonsingular modulo these primes of multiplicative reduction.
3.4.
Variants. -Next we mention a variant which, for the congruent number curve, has been investigated in depth by Elkies [13] . Here we fix a rank zero curve, say the curve E : y 2 = x 3 − x of conductor 32, and try to find points on rank 1 quadratic twists E D with D < 0. It can be shown that E D will have odd functional equation for |D| ≡ 5, 6, 7 (mod 8). There is not necessarily a Gross-Zagier theorem in all these cases, and some involve mock Heegner points instead of Heegner points. However, we still have the prediction that
Elkies computes a point P in C/Λ via a method similar to the above -however, he generally (8) only attempts to determine if it is non-torsion, and thus need not worry as much about precision. There are about #Cl Q( √ D) ≈ |D| conjugates of τ for which φ(τ ) needs to be computed; since we have an action of Γ 0 (32), computing each φ(τ ) takes essentially constant time, so we get an algorithm that takes about time |D| 1/2 to determine whether the computed point is non-torsion. Note that we don't obtain L ′ (E D , 1), which takes about |D| time to compute, but only whether it is nonzero. MacLeod [18] investigated a similar family of quadratic twists, those of a curve of conductor 128. The relevant curves are y 2 = (x + p)(x 2 + p 2 ) with p ≡ 7 (mod 8); with p = 3167 the height is 1022.64+. Some additional papers that deal with the theory and constructions in this case are those of Birch and Monsky [1, 2, 19, 20] .
Combination with descent
To find Heegner points of large height, say 500 or more, it is usually best first to do a descent on the elliptic curve, as this will tend to reduce the size of the rational point by a significant factor. (9) Upon doing a 2-descent, we need only H/3 digits of precision if we represent the covering curve as an intersection of quadrics in P 3 and use 4-dimensional lattice reduction, and if we do a 4-descent we need only H/12 digits. We first explain how these lattice reduction methods work, and then show how to use them in our application. It might also be prudent to point out that if E has nontrivial rational isogenies, then one should work with the isogenous curve for which the height of the generator will be the smallest. (10) 4.1. Lattice Reduction. -Most of the theory here is due to Elkies [14] . We first describe a p-adic method -this is not immediately relevant to us as we do not know how to approximate the Heegner point in such a manner, but it helps to understand the idea. Let F (W, X, Y ) = 0 be a curve in P 2 . We wish to find rational points on F . Let (1 : x s : y s ) be a (nonsingular) point modulo some prime p, and lift this to a solution (1 : x 0 : y 0 ) modulo p 2 . Then determine d such that any linear combination of (1 : x 0 : y 0 ) and (0 : p : dp) will be a solution mod p 2 (computing d (8) Elkies also computes a generator of height 239.6+ for y 2 = x 3 − 1063 2 x in this manner. (9) During the mid 1990s, Cremona and Siksek worked out a few examples using 2-descent. (10) Because X might have different size for the various isogenous curves, we cannot always tell beforehand which curve(s) will have a generator of smallest height.
essentially involves taking a derivative). Then perform lattice reduction on the rows of the matrix   1 x 0 y 0 0 p dp 0 0 p 2   .
Finally search for global solutions to F by taking small linear combinations of the rows of the lattice-reduced matrix. If we choose p to be around B for some height bound B, upon looping through all local solutions modulo p we should find all global points whose coordinates are of size B; in general we take p of size B 2/n in projective n-space. This can be used, for instance, to search for points on a cubic model of an elliptic curve. (11) Over the real numbers the description is more complicated. Here we deal with the transformation matrix of the lattice reduction. If we wanted to do 2-dimensional reduction, that is, continued fractions, on a real number x 0 , we would perform lattice reduction on the rows of the matrix
to get good rational approximations to x 0 . We can note that 0) and that the transformation matrix T for which T M 2 is lattice-reduced has the property that − − → (1, 0)T is approximately proportional to − −−− → (1, x 0 ). In four dimensions we take a point (1 : x 0 : y 0 : z 0 ) on some curve, assuming that derivatives of y and z with respect to x are defined at this point. The matrix we use here is (12) 
Here e = z ′′ /y ′′ and all the derivatives are with respect to x and are to be evaluated at (1 : x 0 : y 0 : z 0 ). Note that if we have computed (1 : x 0 : y 0 : z 0 ) to H digits of precision, we must "lift" it to precision 3H to use this. Similar to the 2-dimensional case of above we have that 
4.2.
Results. -We now combine descent with the Heegner point method. We assume that we have a cover C → E, and for each point P(ż) given by the above algorithm we compute its real pre-images on C. For a 2-covering quartic, the x-coordinate has size H/4, but the y-coordinate on the quartic will be of size H/2. Either continued fractions on the x-coordinate or 3-dimensional lattice reduction on both coordinates and the curve requires a precision of H/2 digits -however, if our 2-cover is given as an intersection of quadrics in P 3 , then we only need a precision of (H/2)(2/3) since the Elkies method does better in higher dimension. For a 4-cover represented as an intersection of quadrics in P 3 , the coordinates are of size H/8, and so we need a precision of (H/8)(2/3) to recover our point.
We now give two examples of Heegner points of large height. We used D = −795 for which the index is 4. The class group has size 4; upon using the pairing from complex conjugation we need only 2 forms, which we can take to be (421859, 234525, 32595) and (421859, 384997, 87839). We need to use about 3239/12 log(10) ≈ 120 digits of precision and take around 1.3 million terms of the L-series. For our approximation to a generator on C/Λ we geṫ z = 0.00825831518406814312450985646222558391095207954623175715662897127635126006560626891914983130574212343000780426018430276055.
We find the real pre-images of this on the 4-cover (this can be done via a resultant computation) and then via 4-dimensional lattice reduction we obtain the point (90585849222350621011339302424932326542192474474854331313031216338204053880670077944701302491852572823731202634266219944146702509489824532529044887987947859472355124939471295729, 58207848469468567249250100904745604517491584621654101065649337689496036041318068019646159331652386264579879746727095434743171075008134671399964513924870607157340785327661071757, -52660183473004831875084410642918250532458007522956523515279464248174730240287018424148701587123000269221530600465998289112443045957965377530412500941202059568743656911281766881, 120566343955994724443268162651063750286159426913472902595469949397024821835521392662156637479278825638673289873881696613629128450397637909394604102581491799075589326751709650806), which can then be mapped back to E. Even though we only used 120 digits of precision in our computation of a real approximation to the Heegner point, we can recover a point with approximately 3/2 as many digits. Note that if we did not use descent, but recovered the point on the original curve using the Cremona-Silverman method, we would need 12 times the precision and 12 times as many terms in the L-seriesthis could be a total time factor of as much as 12 3 , depending upon the efficiency of our high-precision arithmetic. This computation (including 2-descent and 4-descent which each take a second) takes less than a minute.
Finally we give a more extreme example -this is the largest example which we have computed. The curve is from the database of Stein and Watkins [25] . We select D = −1435 for which our 2 forms are (66157667, 2599591, 25537) and (66157667, 37610323, 5345323) and the index is 2. We need 460 digits of precision and (13) These examples exemplify the experimental and heuristic correlation between large heights and large cancellation in c 3 4 − c 2 6 = 1728∆, since Ωre can then be unusually small for a given |∆|.
